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SIXTY YEARS AGO 
by Moshe WAJNGART, Herzliya 

translated from the Yiddish by Mindle Crystel Gross 
 

In this article, I will share with you some memories 

of my town, Kutno, during the period encompassing the end 

of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth. 

There were learned men in Kutno during that period, 

chassidim and mitnagdim1, merchants and artisans. All these 

people congregated around their own houses of worship and 

groups of friends. 

The majority of the chassidic houses of worship were 

Ger, and also Alexander, Grodzisker, Warker, Sochaczewer 

and Gostyniner. The Gostyniner were modern – already 

visible among them was a white collar and tie… 

Among the older scholars, there were also those who 

secretly peered into literary books, in Moreh Nevuchim, 

HaKuzari and Chovot HaLevavot, in HaMagid which is full 

of Rashi-writing, and so forth. 

And there were also groups of friends – may no evil 

eye befall them – primarily the Chevra Kadisha2 , Bikur 

Cholim 3  and Hachnasat Kalah 4 . When the Zionist 

movement was founded, it was not possible to avoid it in our 

town. A group of Zionists formed with its own minyan, 

where the prominent landlord Goldman prayed. This 

Goldman, by the way, was a delegate to the Minsk 

Conference. 

At this same time, Haskala [Enlightenment] made its 

way among the youth in the house of study. Various 

descriptive pamphlets were found in the gemorot. Among 

the first to disseminate these non-kosher pamphlets were 

Chaim Wodnik and Aharon Meir Bozhikowski. 

When the matter of the non-kosher pamphlets reached 

the rabbi and the chassidim, a great uproar developed. They 

investigated and discovered the scapegoat to be Aharon 

Fishele (son of Shmuel-David, the teacher), who was forced 

to repent publicly… 

The rest of the heretics had to leave town. However, 

they left behind a legacy for their younger friends. Those 

successors founded a small library of Hebrew books – 

resource editions. This was truly the beginning of later 

libraries in Kutno. 

When books in Yiddish of beautiful literature content 

began to make their appearance, they also purchased 

Yiddish books, which led to a schism between Yiddishists 

and Hebraists, and since the directors of the first library in 

Kutno were opposed to the purchase of larger numbers of 

Yiddish books, the result was a split which led to the 

establishment of two libraries – one Hebrew and one 

Yiddish. Later on, at the end of the nineteenth century, a 

division of the Petersburg Literary Society was created, and 

various other directions opened their own libraries. 

I would like to mention here the group of youths who 

wrote their own Sefer-Torah. They carried out the naming 

 
1 TN: opponent of chassidism. 
2 TN: Burial society, see article by historian Lipman Comber on 
page 54 of the original book. 
3 TN: society for Visiting the Sick. 

with a great celebration. They led a parade, carrying the 

Sefer to the synagogue, accompanied by music and dance. 

I also want to mention several personalities of the past, 

e.g.: R' Leibish Dayan, a Jew in his eighties who every early 

morning went to synagogue where he had his own corner 

and received those who had questions. The housewives 

liked to ask questions of R' Leibish, even though there were 

other judges in town, as well as the rabbi. 

The height of the season was during the summer 

months when the young ducklings were hatched. On Fridays, 

the women came to the synagogue to R' Leibish – one had a 

pupikl5 and another a kishkele6. R' Leib cut, scratched and 

poked in the gizzards, surrounded by the women who stood 

around with trembling hearts, straining to see this work of 

the judge. When they finally received the verdict – kosher – 

they breathed easier. 

On Shabbats and holidays, R' Leib prayed in the small 

synagogue where the butchers, draymen and carriers prayed. 

Of the chassidic types, I remember R' Sender Leibish 

Ogelman, a jolly person. On Simchat Torah, during the 

Hakafot [procession and dance with the Scroll of Law], he 

was unrecognizable. His enthusiasm and happiness, his 

dancing and singing and leaping – were unimaginable, and 

it was difficult to understand where he found so much 

energy. 

I also remember R' Eizyk Zaklikowski, a mitnaged, 

who had his own minyan and around whom, towards the end 

of his life, gathered the young heretics such as Yaakov-Meir 

Frenkel, Yechiel Rifel, and others. There, R' Eizyk led 

discussions and wanted to put the youth back on the right 

path. He loved to hear Hebrew poetry read. 

It is worthwhile mentioning the artisan R' Meir Kowal, 

a Jew who, in the early mornings, summer and winter, was 

the first to enter the synagogue, stood at the lectern and with 

his powerful voice recite one chapter of Psalms every day, 

and in addition, a chapter of Ashrei Temimei Derech7. 

There was another Jew, a tailor, who sewed caftans 

for the peasant women. I don't remember his name. When 

the beginning of the month of Elul rolled around, this 

particular Jew fasted for the entire month. Possibly this was 

as repentance for the thoughts he had while measuring the 

peasant women for their caftans. 

* 

As we know, there was always amateur theater in 

Kutno which at various times, presented plays directed by 

Yaakov Wayslic. 

I would like to mention here the first amateur 

presentation which was directed by the first Zionist leaders 

Yosef-Moshe Liberman and Yosef Heftman. This was "Sale 

of Joseph". 

4 TN: charity for poor brides and grooms. 
5 TN: gizzards. 
6 TN: kind of meat and grain sausage. 
7 TN: Psalm 119. 
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The Socialist ideals brought to Kutno the brothers 

Zaurbach, who were cheap tailors. They were called by the 

nickname kluskes. When they came home for the holiday, 

they spread the Socialist idea and found followers in the 

brothers Szatan – as Bundists, and others. 

There also arose a Jewish group of the Polish Socialist 

Party with Aharon Szuster's son, who was called Lape. 

Later on, there also arose the Jewish Self-help Society 

with Moshe Wajngart, Yosef Rafael Morgensztern. Later 

still, the Poalei Zion developed with Erdberg at its head. 

After Czarism choked the revolution of 1905, there 

was a standstill in the community life of Kutno. But the 

literary life of Kutno did not stop. In 1907, the first public 

literary evening took place in Kutno in the wedding-hall of 

Michael Simcha Rasz located in the market-place. 


